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 Royal austRalian mint

 
 
  descRiPtion of Packaging:

The 2015 Pirate Loot Bag &Token is packaged in a suede-like 
bag with six legal tender coins, a specially coloured pirate token, 
hooped earring, eye patch and pirate sword. The creative angle 
on the packaging has resulted in the product being extremely 
popular. Accompanied by an instructive tag in a plastic pocket, 
this product is suitable for all ages above three years old.

austRalia
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         tHe austRian mint

 
 
   descRiPtion of Packaging:

FROM FOREST TO WOOD COLLECT OR CASE “WILDLIFE 
IN OUR SIGHTS” The ornate design unique to this exquisite 
series is not restricted to the coins themselves. This magnificent 
wooden collector case echoes the rustic elegance of the series 
and provides an environment in which to admire your coins. 
Designed and crafted in house by our engravers, a minted shield 
graces the centre of the lid and underlines the value of 
the case’s contents.

                 austRia
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canada             tHe Royal canadian mint 
 
 

    descRiPtion of Packaging:

How could we best display the Canoe across Canada series 
than with an actual red—canoe shaped box. The RCM offered 
a unique miniature canoe display box to store the 6 coins in 
the series. We developed a packaging with an eye-catching 
red pantone with a wood coloured interior common to those 
who love to canoe in the thousands of lakes founds across 
Canada. The colourful and realistic packaging gave a handmade 
feel to the product using unique technique and functionality 
to store the certificates.
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     fRance          monnaie de PaRis 
 
 

    descRiPtion of Packaging:

The packaging is a Lacquer box presenting the product 
and an actual part of the Eiffel Tower; parts of the Eiffel 
tower are regularly changed due to their age, so old pads of. 
the monument have been proposed by the Eiffel 
Tower organization to be included in this wonderful box. 
The building of the Eiffel tower is depicted through its 
4 main steps, by an engraving on the top.
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  JaPan mint

 
 
   descRiPtion of Packaging:

This is a packaging for “World Cultural Heritage Coin Set - 
Fujisan, Sacred Place and Source of Artistic Inspiration.”

 JaPan
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         casa de moneda de mexico 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

Semi—circle beech wood varnished packaging, hands made 
by milling, mechanism of closure made with barrel hinges and 
magnets. Letters engraved with laser.

     mexico
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      Royal dutcH mint 

 
 
  descRiPtion of Packaging:

In 2015 the Tour de France started in the Netherlands. The start 
of the Tour de France was in Utrecht, also the place where 
the Royal Dutch Mint is located. To celebrate this enormous 
event the Royal Dutch Mint developed a product. This 
packaging of this product consist of a miniature from 
a messing road bike with the background from the Dom 
(church in Utrecht) till the Eiffel tower in a cassette. 
This is the route taken by the participants.

netHeRlands
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                  Poland
 

 mennica Polska (mint of Poland)
 

 
 
   descRiPtion of Packaging:

Presentation case for the spherical coin “Seven New Wonders 
of the World” from the “Mysteries of the World” series: In its
form and shape, the display case resembles a travel suitcase. 
This is why it is fit with a handle and two stylized snap fasteners. 
From the outside, the plastic mold is covered with a synthetic 
leather and finished with a neat stitching. The surface of 
the lid is additionally adorned with the images of Seven New 
Wonders of the World, a wind rose and (in the background) 
with a beautiful hand-drawn XVII-century map created in 1638 
by the eminent Dutch cartographer Willem Janszoon Blaeu. 
(The same map is featured on the “Seven New Wonders of 
the World” coin). From the inside, the lid of the display case 
is lined with a glossy fabric and fit with an elastic band 
supporting the certificate of authenticity. The inner part of 
the display case contains a special coin recessed base. It is 
also decorated with a reproduction of a map bearing the 
names and images of the Seven New Wonders of the World: 
Great Wall of China, Petra, Statue of Christ the Redeemer, 
Machu Picchu, Chichen Itza, Colosseum, Taj  Mahal. 
The certificate of authenticity attached to the collectible 
is bilingual (Polish-English). It provides the descriptions 
of Seven New Wonders of the World and the technical 
specification of the coin. The reverse side of the certificate 
features a reproduction of the historic map drawn by Willem 
Janszoon Blaeu. Each certificate bears an M/\N hologram.     9



     PoRtuguese mint and official  
          PRinting office

 
 
   descRiPtion of Packaging:

The Yokes Package composed of two parts, the basis of pine 
wood, where the series name is engraved, and acrylic cover 
to allow to see the interior. On the wooden base fits into 
a reproduction in miniature of a yoke and in the middle of which 
is the coin whose design is a continuation of Yoke design. 
The case is wrapped with a strap on heavy paper which is also 
the certificate of guarantee. The miniature of the yoke also 
serves as display.

PoRtugal
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          singaPoRe       tHe singaPoRe mint 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

The 2014 Discovery of Nature Marine Life Coin Set minted and 
marketed by The Singapore Mint, is captivating on first sight, 
bringing out the essence and beauty of marine life in Singapore. 
The highlight of the thematic packaging box is the acrylic 
insert cover, filled with artificial sand and seashells to emulate 
the marine habitat. The artificial sand and seashells can be shook 
and move around within the insert acrylic cover by tilting back 
and forth, capturing the essence of the ever-moving seabed. 
This clear, acrylic overlay is magnetically affixed on to 
the coin display, facilitating convenient access to the coins. 
The background of the coin holder depicts the seabed from 
the sandy shores to the sea. In addition, the innovativeness of 
the packaging lies not only in the packaging box design, but also 
the capsule. The coin capsule is specially manufactured to house 
the unique-shaped 4-in-1 coin set, with the capsule in a creative 
‘wave—like’ formation. This marine set is ideal as a standalone 
display with the innovative design concept and aesthetic appeal, 
aptly depicting the marine habitat and Singapore’s island state. 
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soutH afRica      soutH afRican mint 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

The SA Mint is experimenting with alternative natural 
materials to wood and cork was chosen for its texture and 
colour. The laser engraved pattern on the box represents 
the unique floral kingdom of the Cape. Both sterling-silver 
crowns and both pure gold 1/4 oz coins are packaged in this 
box, together with a booklet which contains information on 
the UNESCO Kogelberg biosphere reserve represented 
on the coins.
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                           usa       united states mint 
 
 

  descRiPtion of Packaging:

2015 Coin and Chronicles Set-John F. Kennedy. This set 
includes: one reverse proof finish 2015 John F. Kennedy 
Presidential $1 Coin; one John F. Kennedy Presidential Medal 
struck in .999 fine silver; one John F. Kennedy U.S. postage stamp 
issued in 1964 and one booklet including images from Kennedy’s 
life, military career and presidency. All this is encased in a piece 
that can be displayed prominently or stored safely.
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   Royal austRalian mint

 
 
    descRiPtion of Packaging:

On the 50th anniversary of Australian decimal currency, 
the Royal Australian Mint has adapted the theme of 
the changeover into the annual Six Coin Proof Year Set. As both 
a memento of 2016 and a poignant reflection on the special place 
that coins have in Australian history, the packaging remembers 
the old British monetary system and reflects on the change to 
decimal currency. Featured on the packaging are two distinct 
Australian coin designs, reflecting the past (Florin) and 
the present (20 cent) of Australian history and culture. 
The standardised case packaging includes a space in the lid 
to house an information card with nominal specifications 
and an overview of the change.

austRalia
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     Royal austRian mint

 
 
  descRiPtion of Packaging:

COIN SET OFFICIAL AUSTRIAN EURO COIN SET 2015 
- PROOF QUALITY Guaranteed to delight coin collectors as 
well as fans of the Spanish Riding School, this complete euro coin 
set comes in a superbly redesigned wooden presentation case. 
Not only does the handsome case store and protect all eight 
Proof quality coins, its angled base provides‘ the perfect platform 
for presenting them, as well as the native flowers, Iconic 
buildings and illustrious Austrians that feature on them.

                 austRia
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canada     Royal canadian mint 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

This product is a maple leaf-shaped display box that proudly 
displays the leaf—shaped coin within. The case is presented in 
a bold red like the red maple leaf found on Canada’s national 
flag, while also reflecting a natural organic shape. This case 
allows the coin to be displayed through a clear lens while being 
protected, and can be positioned to stand up as a display or 
hung on a wall.
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          monnaie de PaRis

 
 
   descRiPtion of Packaging:

The BU set packaging format of Monnaie de Paris changed 
in 2014 to be come a modern triptych. The version here 
presented is the 2016 model.

                  fRance
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JaPan     JaPan mint 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

This is a packaging for “l00th Anniversary of the National 
High School Baseball Championship Coin Set.”
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               netHeRlands        Royal dutcH mint 
  
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

In 2014 the Royal Dutch Mint developed an exclusive set for our 
commemorative coin; 200 years the Dutch Bank (DNB). This set 
consists of three colored silver commemoratives and three silver 
banknotes. To make your silver banknotes collection complete, 
the Royal Dutch Mint produced also the other Silver Banknotes 
in a special additional set.

  19



      PoRtuguese mint and official  
          PRinting office

 
 
   descRiPtion of Packaging:

Annual Series BU 2015 - A collection of 8 different 
denominations of Euro coins minted in Portugal at 
the same year that is presented on the environmentally 
friendly packaging completely made of card. The packaging 
also serves as an exhibitor.

PoRtugal
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           singaPoRe      tHe singaPoRe mint 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

The cover of this coin folder boasts intricate embroidery of 
the skyline of Singapore, featuring iconic national attractions 
like the Marina Bay Sands, The ArtScience Museum and 
The Singapore Flyer against the backdrop of Singapore’s 
high-rise buildings in the city. Upon flipping open the folder, 
The 2016 Singapore Third Series coins, an annual currency, 
are prominently displayed, secured in blisters within
the folder. Below each coin, the packaging includes the label for 
each of the national attraction featured on the coin design, 
allowing for the packaging to not only be visually colorful 
and attractive, but informative of the country. - Within 
the folder on the left and at the back of the folder, more 
Singapore attractions are featured, showcasing the wide 
spectrum of attractions 
present in this cosmopolis, from animals to architecture. 
These iconic images featured brings out the essence of 
the country A short excerpt about Singapore is written up on 
the inner cover, enabling collectors to better understand
the nation and how she has evolved to exhibit her current 
identity from the beginning. This brings out the identity of 
Singapore, which is a harmonious blend of rich cultures and 
diversity, and a balance of modernity and tradition. This 
complements the coins set, which features specific Singapore 
attractions on the coins and it makes for an ideal souvenir gift.
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       soutH afRican mint

 
 
    descRiPtion of Packaging:

The packaging has been designed to be affordable to new 
collectors. The R5 circulation coin evokes 200 years of 
numismatic history and craftsmanship. The magnifying glass 
enables the new collector to discover all the visual treasures 
captured in the coin design, thereby creating the excitement 
and understanding which many established coin collectors 
enjoy. In addition the SA Mint issue gold and silver coins 
in the \’Griqua Town\’ series, which can be purchased in 
addition to this R5 proof collectors coin.

soutH afRica
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                 usa       united states mint 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

2015 United States Mint Proof Set® Depicting the iconic 
Washington monument on the front, this package encompasses 
iconic images and figures that are distinctly American.
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austRalia   Royal austRalian mint 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

In 2014, the Royal Australian Mint announced the Australia 
at War program, a three year series honouring Australia’s 
servicemen and women who have sewed our country in wars, 
conflicts and peacekeeping operations. To house this 18-coin 
program, a presentation box set with several subfolders 
is available. Within each subfolder a collector will find an 
overview or introduction to the particular period of conflict, 
and place holders for coins relating to the period. These coins 
will be released gradually over a three year period. Each volume 
in the collection folder contains six coins, equating to 18 coins 
in the complete Australia at War Series. Each coin is presented 
as a coin in card marking the significant events and dates 
from our wartime history. These cards are all individually 
designed pieces of artwork to represent each conflict. 
The Australian War Memorial logo and the Royal Australian 
Mint logo are featured on the back of the collection in silver 
foil.
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             austRian mint 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

The Discovery Edition, is far more than a collector case and 
features even more scientific information as well as a wealth 
of exciting surprises through which prehistoric life really 
comes alive.

                              austRia
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canada    Royal canadian mint 
 
 

  descRiPtion of Packaging:

Looney TunesTM Collector Case Tower. This fun, graphic 
presentation case includes slots for eight individual character 
cases. By subscribing to all eight 1/1 oz silver coins in the series, 
the collector receives individual character coins (ex: Bugs 
Bunny, Daffy Duck) and cases every month. With retro 
styling and spot colours on key Looney Tunes characters, 
the subscription case allows collectors to present their entire 
Looney Tunes subscription coins in one place. As an added 
bonus, the case includes a tray to store their 20 for $20 Bugs 
Bunny coin and folder.
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         monnaie de PaRis 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

Set of collector cards and collector album dedicated to 
the collection of the Astérix coins. The cards enable to 
collect the coins individually in a nice display depicting 
the original drawings from the Astérix Comics. The album 
enables to collect all 24 coins of the collection; it also bears 
all the drawings that inspired the design of the coins.

                                fRance
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JaPan      JaPan mint 
 
 

  descRiPtion of Packaging:

This is a packaging for one of the Japan Mint’s annual coin set, 
“2016 Japan Coin Set.”
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         komsco 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

Gwanghwamun is the southern gate of Gyeongbok Palace. 
Located on the crossroads before the gate is the zero mile 
marker, indicating the starting point of all roads in the Republic 
of Korea. As a gate linking the past, present, and future of the 
nation, Gwanghwamun symbolizes the 70th anniversary of 
liberation. This work was produced using engraving, which 
is a banknote intaglio carving technique of Korea Minting, 
Security Printing & ID Card Operating Corp. (KOMSCO), 
and fine-print text was added to the boundary between 
the bottom of the wall connected to the gate and the ground.

               RePuBlic 
             of  koRea
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        Royal dutcH mint 
 
 

  descRiPtion of Packaging:

In 2014 the Royal Dutch Mint developed a packaging to 
encourage collections. When a collector starts to collect they 
receive by their third delivery this special vault. Each months 
the collector receive a special medal with a famous Dutch  
painter and a certificate of truth. The certificate and medals  
all fits in this luxury vault.

netHeRlands
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  mennica Polska (mint of Poland) 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

Presentation case for “The Most Beautiful Galaxies” series: 
Elegant black side-opened presentation case. Its surface is 
decorated with a digital-printed image of the first coin from 
the series. The inside of the box, made of black-flocked 
synthetic material, has a velour texture. It contains 9 coin 
recessed bases for all coins issued at monthly intervals.

                                Poland
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PoRtugal      PoRtuguese mint and official  
          PRinting office 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

QUEENS OF EUROPE SERIES - D. LEONOR OF PORTUGAL 
Packaging composed of two parts, a pink painted wooden base 
with exquisite floral motifs printed in silver, and the name of 
the series, and an acrylic cover that allows the visualization of 
the coin. The case is wrapped with a heavy paper strap 
illustrated with the reproduction of a painting of the 
Queen Leonor of Portugal. The strap is also the certificate  
of guarantee.
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           singaPoRe     tHe singaPoRe mint
 
 

 descRiPtion of Packaging:

A grand stupa display that can house 9 silver coins was released 
for the World Buddha Heritage series issued by the Kingdom 
of Bhutan, minted and marketed by The Singapore Mint. 
The main stupa-shaped acrylic display is designed to be in 
the form of a stupa because of the significance of a stupa in 
Buddhism ~ the stupa-shaped acrylic display is an architectural 
representation of the Buddhist path to enlightenment. In addition, 
lotus motifs and Buddhist elements are tastefully designed
on the acrylic display and the outer packaging box, thus 
befitting to the theme of Buddhism in the coin series. 
The display can contain 8 pieces of 1oz 999 fine silver coin 
and a 5oz 999 fine silver commemorative special from 
the series, encouraging collectors to collect all the coins and 
fill up the display. Standing at 36.5cm high and 32cm wide, 
the stupa display is indeed eye-catching and makes for 
an ideal decorative display and a unique way for collectors to 
showcase this coin collection. The high quality acrylic and 
special through-hold coin holding allows both sides of 
the coins to be showcased at the same time. This enables 
the reverse to be displayed as well,  which includes 
intricate designs of the 8 auspicious elements in Buddhism. 
Together with ornate silver printed lotus petals lining 
the base of the stupa, the entire coin set makes for a classy 
and decorative display piece.
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    soutH afRican mint 
 
 

  descRiPtion of Packaging:

The uncirculated coin set folder holds the complete series of 
South Africa’s circulation coins issued in 2015. The design of 
the packaging changes each year, becoming a collector’s item. 
For 2015 the main cities of South Africa are represented together 
with the King Protea, our national flower, and one of our most 
beautiful raptors, the Fish Eagle.

soutH afRica
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                switzeRland    swissmint
 
 

 descRiPtion of Packaging:

This Swissmint \”home-made\” packaging joins coin and 
traditional Swiss sport in a simple but effective way together 
using an original Hornuss (kind of puck) as the packaging 
for the coin itself.
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usa        united states mint
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

The Coin Discovery Set - An Introduction to Coin Collecting. 
This set includes three 2014 Kennedy Half-Dollars in three 
different finishes — proof, uncirculated and circulating. 
Coin collecting supplies include: coin tubes for collecting 
quarters, a magnifying glass and cotton gloves. An educational 
booklet explaining the coin production process and the different 
finishes is also included. The set’s box can be used to store any 
of the proof sets from the U.S. Mint so numismatists can 
start their own collections.
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                austRia       tHe austRian mint
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

This superbly designed wooden presentation case not only 
provides the perfect environment to store and protect 
all three Mozart coins, its angled base also provides the perfect 
piatfonn for presenting them. Complete with a decorated 
sllpcase and certificates of authenticity, the case allows 
the three coins to be positioned in such a way as to spell 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart — the three most famous words 
in musical history.
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        tHe austRian mint 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

UNFORGE‘I’I’ABLE BABY EURO COIN SET 2016 
Make the wonderful event even more unforgettable 
with our Baby coin set 2016. Featuring all eight uncirculated 
quality euro coins, the Baby coin set 2016 is both a charming 
memento of  a child’s birth as well as a lasting memory 
of the year In which he or she was born.

austRia
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            tHe Royal canadian mint
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

Songbirds of Canada Subscription Box—With this 
subscription box, the RCM wanted to offer a third dimension 
to coin collectors allowing them to better appreciate the beauty 
of the coins. Above looking at and touching the coins, 
you can listen to the musical sound of each bird through 
a recorded piece hidden in the graphic beauty box. 
With the help of a composer, the bird songs were recorded
in order of coin launched one after the other over 
an instrumental unique composition. Each time you open the 
collector box, you are enchanted with the 5 songbird 
singing along in repetition. The certificates accompanying 
the coins are inserted within the lid of the musical box 
integrated well in the creative of the box. The box creative is 
in line with the coin series title “Songbirds of Canada” showing 
musical partition supporting the birds. While this means you 
can’t see the coins itself, the branding more than makes up for it. 
The RCM used a simple and clean design, which uses coloured 
birds, a silver and white colour palette for the main product 
and musical elements, aiming to make the packs instantly 
recognizable as a songbird theme product.

                 canada
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           mint of finland 
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

Foldable cardboard packaging that allows the viewer to see 
both sides of the coin without opening the package. Together 
the coin and the detailedly finished package create a solid unity 
where both endorse each other. 
Address to the product page: 
http://www.suomenrahapaja.fi/eng/info/sports_coins

finland
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        monnaie de PaRis
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

Collector box depicting French drawer masterpiece of Sempé 
on the heart of Paris. This box is used to collect the coins on 
the values of the French Republic made by Sempé, issued 
in 2014.

     fRance
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    JaPan mint 
 
 

  descRiPtion of Packaging:

This is a packaging for “2014 Coin Set Containing the Two 
Taka Bangladesh Coin.” *Bangladesh Two Taka coin was 
the first foreign currency in circulation that has been ordered 
to Japan Mint since the end of WWII.

 JaPan
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         Royal dutcH mint
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

In 2014 the Royal Dutch Mint developed a packaging to 
encourage collections of coincards. A few times a year the 
Royal Dutch Mint issued a coincard. A coincard has become 
a brand by itself nowadays. We have coincards with legal 
tender, medals and numismatic coins. To encourage 
all these different product groups of coincards we create 
a coincard album and catalogue. We also create the catalogue 
to explain the collector what a official coincard of the Royal 
Dutch Mint is.

                      netHeRlands
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Poland   mennica Polska (mint of Poland)
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

The presentation case consists of two elements: an inner 
packaging and an external etui. The external part, covered 
with red velvet cloth, is embellished with intricate 
golden-thread embroidery and imitation pearls. Above this,
the lid is adorned with an illustration featuring the 
Moscow Kremlin. The inner packaging has a shape of 
an egg. It is based on four metal sphere-shaped support legs. 
Its surface is decorated with zircons and golden ornaments. 
The inner part of the display case, containing a special coin 
recessed base, is made of red-flocked synthetic material 
with a velour texture. The lid is fit with an elastic band 
supporting the certificate of authenticity.
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      PoRtuguese mint and official   
           PRinting office 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

2015 Student’s Graduation Coin (FDC) A circulation coin 
with special finishing is protected by a bookmark format 
packaging. The packaging has a hole on the bottom where you 
can attach the coloured ribbons with each colour representing 
a University, and where traditionally friends and family write 
and sign congratulations for the graduation.

            PoRtugal
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singaPoRe       tHe singaPoRe mint
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

The Bruce Lee 2-in-1 Coin Set is minted and marketed by 
The Singapore Mint to commemorate Bruce Lee’s 75th 
Birth Anniversary. Bruce Lee was an internationally 
acclaimed filmmaker, movie actor, martial artist and 
the creator of Jeet Kune Do. There are two aspects of 
the design 1) Outer Packaging Box which holds the acrylic 
display stand and 2) the Acrylic Display stand. The outstanding 
outer box is elaborately designed with the right flap featuring 
the Chinese character “dragon” from Bruce Lee’s Chinese name, 
in artistic calligraphic strokes, and a design of a dragon in 
the background. The outer packaging also have a left overlaying 
magnetic flap closing, which features a silhouette of Bruce Lee’s 
iconic flying kick. Upon opening the magnetic flap, the acrylic 
display stand is unveiled. The display stand is designed 
as if it came right out of a movie, with the magnetic acrylic 
overlay having the borders of a film roll. The acrylic overlay 
tastefully frames the contents of the display stand in their 
respective film frames, with a photo of Bruce Lee and the Bruce 
Lee trademark logo in the left frame and the coin wells on 
the right frame. The display is further furnished with Lee’s 
well-known inspirational quote. With a retro backdrop 
behind the coin wells, it is as if we were brought back to 
the old days of Bruce Lee.
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    soutH afRican mint
  
 

 

                  descRiPtion of Packaging:

The 2015 Natura launch set, limited edition of 200, are packaged in an attractive, custom-designed wooden box. The exclusive 
launch set features a special privy mark on the 1oz gold coin and comes with a beautifully-designed sun dial gift. The box, sundial and 
privy mark all evoke the San legend relating the origin of the black backed jackal’s unique appearance. How the jackal got his Black 
Back The jackal and the sun A story told by Bega Xhaase to Marlene Winberg at the 2013 Kalahari Desert Festival Once upon a time, 
when people were animals and animals were people, the jackal lived with his father. One day, the father said: “My son, you should 
look for a wife who will cook for us when you are away, because you can see how old  I am now.” The jackal went into his kraal and 
took his goats out to graze. Far out in the bush, he saw something beautiful shining on a rock. He remembered what his father had 
told him and went closer to see. He asked: “Are you a human being? What are you?” “It is me, the sun.” “I am sorry. I did not know it 
was you. Why are you alone?”“I was left alone because my parents did not want to carry me. I am hot.”“No, you are beautiful. I will 
carry you. No problem. I will take you home for my father to see you.” “OK, it is fine, carry me, but do not comp|ain.” The jackal put 
the sun on his back and started the journey back home. The sun started burning his back. “Will you please come down from my back 
so that I can rest?” “I told you,” said the sun, “no complaints. Carry on.” The jackal could not carry her for much longer. Suddenly he 
saw a round log across the path. He crawled under it, leaving the fur skin from his back and the sun behind. Back home, the jackal’s 
father treated his back with oil. After some time, the jackal’s back recovered and the fur grew again, but it was never the same colour. This is why 
you see the jackal with that black stripe across his back. Other tales of the black-backed jackal exist throughout the southern countries and eastern 
coastline of Africa. The Egyptian god of embalming, Anubis, is portrayed as a jackal-headed man; the Senegalese believe the jackal was among the 
first animals created by the supreme deity of the Serer people; Namibians have another version of the Khoisan’s tale of the sun on the jackal’s back. 
Many tribes throughout Africa wear jackal skin as a kaross, transferring totemic powers of intelligence through the fetish.

                 soutH afRica
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 usa        united states mint
 
 

   descRiPtion of Packaging:

50th Anniversary Kennedy 2014 Half-Dollar Silver Coin 
Collection. This beautiful silver four-coin set was designed 
to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the Kennedy 
half~dollar first released in 1964. The attractive packaging is 
designed to be displayable or stored and protected. The rich 
embossed faux leather folder includes an image of 
John F. Kennedy from the half-dollar design struck on 
the coins in this set and some patriotic U.S. flag imagery. 
Each set also contains a separate printed certificate of 
authenticity and booklet about the development and design 
of the Kennedy half-dollar inside the folder. 
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    Packaging comPetition

Packaging comPetition Rules 

entRy conditions
    Each entrant must supply a sample of the packaging for the judging panel to make its decision. It is recommended that all entries   
         be submitted via registered post or courier.
      No coins are to be included in the sample packaging submitted.  If coins are included in a package submitted to this competition,  
         the package will not be included in this competition. It will automatically be disqualified.
 •     If the coin itself is key to understanding a package to be submitted, then a high quality four colour image in actual size of the coin may be  
         placed into the coin well or opening in the packaging being submitted.  The coin well, or opening in which the coin image is placed in   
           the package, may not be sealed but rather remain easy to open. These images will be removed by the jury after the initial viewing; enabling  
          the judges to clearly understand the package how it houses the coin while still being able to judge the packaging on its own merits.
        Entry to the packaging competition is open to all official Member Mints and Observer Mints. In other words, this is open to those mints  
          which produce the circulation coins for a sovereign nation.
          Entries may be from a country submitting the entry or from another government agency, which does not have a minting facility and has    
           contracted an official mint to produce the coins for the packaging entered.
          Entries must have been officially released to the public between April 1, 2014 and January 31, 2016.
     Each mint may enter only one packaging concept per category in each of the four categories here listed.
         Packaging entries from the host conference mint are not eligible for the current contest.
        Previous first place winners, in which the series bridges over from the last contest entry dates (April 1, 2014 to March 31, 2014), 
      and are still to be issued in this contest period are not eligible.
      There are four categories in the packaging competition, as follows:
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categoRy 1 – most cReative/innovative and unique Packaging
Entries in this category must be able to demonstrate high creativity and uniqueness not seen before in numismatic   
 collectible packaging.

categoRy 2 – Best national set
Entries in this category shall best convey the identity of the issuing nation.  This package usually includes the annual    
 currency of the issuing nation. The package is readily recognizable internationally as being from the issuing country.

categoRy 3 – Best Package to encouRage collecting
Includes all packaging that can house a multiple coin set in a series, that will be collected over time, or an individual 
package of an annual set or an annual issue of coins, in which the packaging of the series changes each year for several 
years and the coins remain the same from one year to the next, only the date of issue changes.
In the first definition the coins along with the package create the story that needs to be completed. While, in the second definition 
it is the series of packaging that creates the story and not the coins. In either definition the packaging is set-up in such a way that 
the collectors of the coin sets enjoy the story being created and have strong needs to complete the series. The satisfaction is so 
strongly felt that the owners of the series are encouraged to continue collecting.

categoRy 4 – maRketeRs’ cHoice
These entries includes all of the above entrants as well as all packaging a Mint decides to submit in advance to the organizers at 
the conference host mint for direct inclusion in this category. A mint may have a super cool package that simply does not fit 
any of the first three categories and therefore it can be submitted directly for inclusion here. 

  There will be one winner per category, one second place and one highly commended entrant. 
    Each entry must arrive and be accompanied by a copy of the online registration form no later than Friday, January 29, 2016.  
     Details below.

     All packaging must be re-claimed and taken at the conclusion of the conference, on Wednesday morning May 4, 2016 between    
     8:30 and 11:30 a.m.; otherwise the packaging will not be returned but considered abandoned and recycled or destroyed.
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Judging Panel
Four people from the following industries/backgrounds will judge categories 1, 2 and 3:

    Packaging designer
    Retail and commercial merchandise buyer
    Coin collector
    Coin dealer, distributor or trade representative

The senior marketing person or senior mint representative from the conference host mint will invite national experts in each of 
the fields provided above to the host mint for a day of reviewing and judging the packaging entries received in each of the first 
three categories. The panel will have discussions based on the accompanying material submitted by a mint for each package in 
the review process. Each category will then be voted on in a secret ballot in order to determine the first, second and third place 
finishers. The senior marketing or mint person present from the host conference mint will have the deciding vote in the case of 
a tie.

The senior representative from the host mint will take notes during the judging day of the conversations and discussions as well as 
what specific reasons were key to the judges when voting. The senior representative will then make a presentation detailing these 
proceedings and decisions to the delegates during the actual conference and the presentation of the packaging awards.

All winners shall remain confidential until the official awards ceremony.

Judging maRketeRs’ cHoice
The judging of this category will be completed during the first day and a half of the MDC conference in May 2016.  
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voting
     Only one vote per member or observer mint for this category.
        This vote is to be from the senior marketing representative of a national sovereign mint. If there is no senior marketing 
         person present during the conference, then the most senior representative of a respective mint may vote. The senior 
         representative may choose to consult their colleagues prior to voting but only one vote will be accepted per eligible 
         national sovereign mint.
      Criteria: In their opinion and based on their years of experience, which package entry best embodies a successful 
        package for the coin world regardless of its intended target market. 
      Based on these votes the Marketers’ Choice category will be selected. 

The winners will be announced towards end of the third Marketing Session on May 3, 2016, in the conference hotel. 

Mailing Address:
Ms. Wanna Yindeeyangyurn
Mint Expert
The Royal Thai Mint
13/1 Phahonyothin road, Klong Nueng,
Klong Luang, Phatum Thani 12120
Thailand
Tel.: +66 (0) 2834 8401
Fax: +66 (0) 2834 8402
Mobile: +66 81-173-3657
wanna992@mof.go.th

For further enquiries please contact the Chair of the MDC Marketing Committee.
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